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strategies for managing conflict in healthcare  © 
© 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CODE:  BLUE INK ~ Examples of what to sayGREEN INK ~ Physical directions, what to doBLACK INK ~ General instructions, step by stepNAME TAGS SHOULD BE 3 COLORS FOR DIVISION INTO THREE GROUPS LATER INTRODUCE SELF Your name (s) and your connection to this training.  Training developed by NCRC ~  has helped  manage conflicts in business and communities for over 25 yearsCONTEXT OF TRAINING:  NCRC  developed this training to fit the needs of managers who are often the go-to person to deal with conflicts.  Others, such as Employee Relations Specialists, take the training to support managers   Participants in the training will be learning not only conflict resolution techniques but a strategic, efficient process to manage conflict in the workplace.  Give them a general outlined description of the day.  First we will look at some principles of dealing with workplace conflict, then you will begin learning the process.  This is definitely a hands-on training experience so there will opportunities for skill development and practice.  Each of you will have an opportunity to work through an entire Exchange process, resolving a realistic workplace situation.LOGISTICS:  Start/stop time, breaks, lunch.  This will vary with each training so KNOW your logistics and communicate that to participants. Generally, mid-morning and afternoon  10 minute breaks and 45 minute lunch CELL PHONES ~ off preferred, vibrate okay.  If they need to text or use Blackberry, please step out to do that.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
5.  This is quoted from Mike Leavitt, former Secretary of  Health and Human Services.  After reading quote, point out that many times people in workplaces tend to avoid a conflict until it becomes too late in a sense, because it grows to the point of turning into a formal written complaint.  You can also give an example of a conflict that you have worked on in which the length of time that the conflict was not managed led to escalation.  i.e.  I was asked to resolve a dispute at a local company in which two employees had been fighting for seven years.  The HR department had known about it for years and kept hoping it would go away.  Instead of  the conflict going away, everyone that had to work with them would ask to be transferred out of the department and some had actually quit when a transfer wasn’t possible.  The conflict grew from something simple between two people to an entire work team in crisis.  Fortunately, we worked through the issues, but think of the impact a seven year conflict has on the lives of those involved ~ personally and professionally.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.  When you first show this slide, it will only show the arrow and the title.  TELL group about how the manager has different approaches to dealing with conflict, depending on what the issue is.CLICK to show  AUTHORITY / Use of formal or informal power.  Discuss positives (i.e. Leadership) and negatives (overuse of power, bullying)CLICK to show  POLICY / Rules/Standards of Conduct   This is when you refer to company policy.  This has to be included in any resolution.CLICK to show  INTERESTS / Consideration of Needs.  Clarify that this doesn’t mean that the employees get everything they want, instead, their underlying workplace needs are considered, as well as the company’s needs ASK  class how they have used and benefited from each method.ASK how they decide which method to use.  Point out that managers need to consider different things when determining the best approach, such as:  are policy issues involved, the specific behaviors, what is important to manager about situation, impact on other employees, etc.  POINT OUT that the Exchange training will be focus on giving the participants skills in an Interest-based approach.  The assumption is that they are already  familiar with policy issues and have their authority.  Both of those are very important and are part of the Exchange approach.  New knowledge will be how to integrate the interest based approach.
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WHAT IS HIDDEN 

WHAT IS SEEN 
Stated 

Complaints 

Needs 

Underlying needs that 
motivate people 



What is your experience with high conflict situations  
  in which people were difficult to work with  

either as patients or colleagues? 
 

 Make a list of the characteristics or behaviors   
that you noticed. 

For additional information about this topic, go to: 
William A. Eddy, LCSW, Esq. 

National Conflict Resolution Center 
www.highconflictinstitute.com  

 

http://www.highconflictinstitute.com/


 
Chronically feels internal distress 
 

Views sources of problems as external  
 

nability to self-reflect 
 

Chronically identifies as a victim 
 

Feels helpless 
 

Tries to change or blame others 
 

Thus creates or escalates conflicts 

 

CONFLICT DYNAMICS 
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In your experience, what 
WORKS  

in managing these situations? 
 

HINT:  Focusing on the ISSUE 
will not HELP 



    Two Hemispheres of Brain 

Left Hemisphere 
• “Logical Brain” 
• Generally Conscious 
• Language 
• Thinks in words 
• Planning 
• Examines Details 
• Rational analysis 
• Systematic Solutions 
• Positive Emotions 
    Calm, contentment, etc 

Right Hemisphere 
• “Relationship Brain” 
• Generally Unconscious 
• Observes relationships 
• Thinks in pictures 
• Creativity, Art, Intuition 
• Non-verbal Skills 
• Facial recognition & cues 
• Gut feelings 
• Negative Emotions            

Hurt, anger, fear, etc. 
 



Corpus Callosum 

 The main wiring between the hemispheres of the 
brain, that aid in the flow of information back and 
forth. More flow is better. 
 

 It’s damaged or smaller in children repeatedly 
exposed to abuse, as well as in some adults with 
personality disorders 
 

 Some people get stuck in the upset emotions of the 
right hemisphere and can’t access their left 
hemisphere to help resolve negative emotions 



Communicating with  
the Right Brain 

 Tone of voice and body language is amazingly 
important: Calm, confident, firm 
 

 Avoid personal attacks and threats: these 
escalate the defensiveness of the person and 
increases behavior that is aggressive and/or 
defensive 
 

 Avoid logical arguments in times of stress 
 

 



Aikido in your world 

 Calm 

 Not reactive 

 Absorbs negative energy 

 Let go of ego 

Strategic 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.   Aikido exerciseHave them pick a partnerStand with feet apart, loosen up, stretch out, ladies wearing high heels take them off. Take a deep breath and face your partner.Put your palms up towards your partner and touch palms. When I say go push against each other (30 seconds)Who won?  Who had more control?  Sometimes one person has more power so “wins” but most of the time, both people just push.  This is what happens in conflict. Someone verbally attacks the other, and s/he fights back. What happens then?  (It escalates)  The other natural response to conflict is to avoid or let the other person have his way.  What is the problem with that?  (the other person learns to push to get their way; you don’t get what you want) So, neither approach works that well. Let’s try round 2Second round when I say go push against each other again. While they are pushing against each other say to them “now one of you step to the side without telling the other.” Stop them and discuss with them the difference between the two rounds and how that ties into conflict. 1st round escalation/2nd round one steps aside and takes control of situation. They expect you to react back and when you don’t you actually take control of situation.  This gives you time to think rather than react.Show this slide after Aikido exercise.  Discuss what it means not to react
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Stage 1: Hold Private Meetings 

 Gather enough 
information to identify 
concerns. 

 Prepare employees 
for joint meeting 

 Clarify purpose 
 Clarify manager’s 

interests 
 Hear perspectives 

Goals: Tasks:  

Techniques:  

 Listen effectively 
 Respond respectfully 
 Ask questions 



We can’t solve 
problems by using 
the same kind of 
thinking that we 
used when we 
created them.                                      
         ~   Albert Einstein 

 

If you’d like more information 
about NCRC’s workshops  
 
please contact  
Ashley Virtue at 
avirtue@ncrconline.com   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let them know that you have an evaluation of the course that you would like them to fill out and that their honest feedback is very much appreciated.CLOSE the training with this quote.  Add how the Exchange training can help them think in new ways to help others resolve the conflicts that they created.Hand out evaluations.Hand out certificates at end.
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